
Models Learnable by Belief Net LearningAlgorithms Equipped with Single-Link SearchY. XiangDepartment of Computer Science, University of ReginaRegina, Saskatchewan, Canada S4S 0A2, yxiang@cs.uregina.caAbstractCommon algorithms for learning belief networks employ a single-link lookahead search. It is unclear, however, what types of domainmodels are learnable by such algorithms and what types of models willescape. We provide an axiomatic characterization of models learnableby a class of learning algorithms that use a single-link search.The characterization identi�es models that are de�nitely learnableand de�nitely unlearnable by the entire class of algorithms. It alsoidenti�es models that are highly likely to escape current learning al-gorithms. A comparison between forward and backward single-linksearch is also presented.1 IntroductionCommon algorithms for learning belief networks [4, 7, 1, 12, 3] use a single-link lookahead search to select candidate network structures. It is unclear,however, what types of (probabilistic) domain models are learnable by suchalgorithms and what types of models will escape. We investigate this questionby providing an axiomatic characterization of models learnable by a class oflearning algorithms that use a single-link search. The characterization isderived through a generalization of these learning algorithm.The characterization identi�es models that are de�nitely learnable andde�nitely unlearnable by the entire class of algorithms. It also identi�es1



models that are highly likely to escape current learning algorithms. Theresults suggest directions for improving these algorithms and also provide abasis to analysis of the new learning algorithms.In Section 2, we overview the necessary background. We introduce thegeneralized algorithm called LIM in Section 3. In Section 4, we show thatcommon concepts in belief network literature are inadequate to characterizedomain models learnable by LIM. An axiomatic characterization is presentedand its implications are discussed in Section 5. We compare forward andbackward single-link search in Section 6.2 BackgroundLet N be a set of discrete variables in a problem domain. Each variable isassociated with a set of possible values. A con�guration or a tuple of N 0 � Nis an assignment of values to every variable in N 0. A probabilistic domainmodel (PDM) over N determines the probability of every tuple of N 0 foreach N 0 � N . For three disjoint sets X, Y and Z of variables, X and Y areindependent given Z if P (XjY;Z) = P (XjZ) whenever P (Y;Z) > 0: Wedenote the conditional independence relation by I(X;Z; Y ). A PDM satis�esthe following axioms [9]:Symmetry I(X;Z; Y ) =) I(Y;Z;X):Decomposition I(X;Z; Y [W ) =) I(X;Z; Y ) & I(X;Z;W ):Weak Union I(X;Z; Y [W ) =) I(X;Z [W;Y ):Contraction I(X;Z; Y ) & I(X;Z [ Y;W ) =) I(X;Z; Y [W ):If the PDM is strictly positive, then the following also holds:Intersection I(X;Z [W;Y ) & I(X;Z [ Y;W ) =) I(X;Z; Y [W ):For disjoint subsets X, Y and Z of nodes in a graph G, we use <XjZjY >G to denote that nodes in Z graphically separate nodes in X andnodes in Y . When G is undirected, < XjZjY >G denotes that nodes in Z in-tercept all paths betweenX and Y . WhenG is directed acyclic graph (DAG),graphical separation is de�ned by d-separation [9]. A graph G is an I-map2



of a PDM over N if there is an one-to-one correspondence between nodes ofG and variables in N such that for all disjoint subsets X, Y and Z of N ,< XjZjY >G =) I(X;Z; Y ). G is a D-map if < XjZjY >G (= I(X;Z; Y ).G is a P-map if it is both an I-map and a D-map. G is a minimal I-map ifno link can be removed such that the resultant graph is still an I-map.A dependency modelM (may or may not be a PDM) with an undirectedP-map is called a graph-isomorph [9]. M is a graph-isomorph i� it satis�esSymmetry, Decomposition, Intersection and the following axioms, where v 2N :Strong Union I(X;Z; Y ) =) I(X;Z [W;Y ):Transitivity I(X;Z; Y ) =) I(X;Z; v) or I(v; Z; Y ):A dependency model M with a P-map that is a DAG is called a DAGisomorph [9]. A DAG isomorph satis�es Symmetry, Decomposition, Intersec-tion, Weak Union, Contraction and the following axioms, where x; y; z; v 2N :Composition I(X;Z; Y ) & I(X;Z;W ) =) I(X;Z; Y [W ):Weak Transitivity I(X;Z; Y ) & I(X;Z[v; Y ) =) I(X;Z; v) or I(v; Z; Y ):Chordality I(x; fv; zg; y) & I(v; fx; yg; z) =) I(x; v; y) or I(x; z; y):A belief network consists of a graph structure and a jpd factorized accord-ing to the structure. Commonly used structures are DAGs for Bayesian net-works (BNs) and chordal graphs for decomposable Markov networks (DMNs)[15]. Common algorithms for learning belief networks [4, 7, 1, 12, 3] startwith an empty graph (no links). Links are added to the current graph oneat a time (the single-link lookahead search). All graphs di�ering from thecurrent graph by a single link are evaluated according to a scoring metricbefore the one with the highest score is adopted (the greedy search).3 LIM: A Generalized Learning AlgorithmIn order to characterize models learnable by algorithms using the single-link lookahead search, we propose an algorithm as a generalization of those3



algorithms. We then characterize the models learnable by the generalizedalgorithm. We shall take it granted that the ideal outcome of an algorithmfor learning belief networks is an approximate minimal I-map of the datagenerating PDM (see [9] for arguments for the minimal I-map).Suppose an algorithm LIM for Learning I-Maps is equipped with a testwhether P (XjY;Z) = P (XjZ) holds (equivalent to I(X;Y;Z)) for threedisjoint subsets of variables X, Y and Z. Clearly, if we allow such test to beperformed for arbitrary X, Y and Z, then LIM will be able to learn an I-map of any PDM. Unfortunately, the complexity of LIM will be exponential.We therefore restrict LIM such that the test is only performed based on thecurrently learned graph in the following manner:LIM starts with an empty graph G. It systematically selects a link fx; ygnot contained in G such that one of the following two cases is true:1. x and y are contained in di�erent components of G.2. Every node (at least one) adjacent to both x and y is adjacent to everyother such node, and these nodes intercept every path between x andy.We shall call the links that satisfy the above conditions type 1 and type 2links, respectively. In Figure 1, the missing link (b; c) is a type 1 link, and(a; d) and (d; g) are type 2 links. For a type 1 link, LIM tests if P (xjy) = P (x)(equivalent to I(x; �; y)). For a type 2 link, LIM tests if P (xjy;C) = P (xjC)(equivalent to I(x;C; y)), where C is the set of nodes adjacent to both x andy. If the test is negative, then the link fx; yg is added to the current graph.LIM repeats the above until no type 1 or type 2 links can be added.
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gFigure 1: Illustration of type 1 and type 2 linksThe following Theorem shows that LIM actually returns a chordal graphand therefore learns a DMN. As the learned DMN will be an approximationof the data-generating PDM, we do not require the structure of a DMN to4



be a minimal I-map of the PDM as required in some literature (e.g., in [9]).DMNs are closely related to BNs but are simpler to study for the purpose ofthis analysis1.Theorem 1 For any PDM, LIM returns a chordal graph on termination.Proof:We prove by induction on the number i of links in the learned graph.LIM starts with an empty graph (i = 0) which is chordal. We assume thatwhen LIM learns i = k � 0 links, the graph G is chordal.When LIM learns the k + 1'th link fx; yg, the link must be added toG as either type 1 or type 2. Denote the new graph by G0. If fx; yg istype 1, it connects two components of G. Since G is chordal by assumption,each component of G is chordal. When two components are connected by asingle-link, the resultant new component is also chordal. Hence G0 is chordal.We now show by contradiction that G0 is chordal if fx; yg is added astype 2. Assume that G0 is not chordal. Then there must be a cycle of length> 3 without a chord. Since G is chordal, the new link fx; yg must be in thecycle. There must be at least two other nodes v and w in the cycle such thatx� v� :::�w � y form a simple path in G, fx;wg is not in G, fv; yg is notin G, and every other node on the path is adjacent to neither x nor y. Nowwe have found a path between x and y in G on which none of the nodes isadjacent to both x and y. This contradicts the assumption that fx; yg is atype 2 link. 2LIM can be viewed as a generalization of several commonly used algo-rithms for learning belief network structures [4, 7, 1, 12, 3]. A test similar towhat is used in LIM was used by Rebane and Pearl [10]. It has been shown[15] that the cross entropy scoring metric used in [4, 12] is equivalent to theindependence test. Average mutual information was used in [7] to rank ordercandidate links. Mutual information between two variables is zero i� theyare independent.Commonly used learning algorithms are usually able to di�erentiate be-tween a strong dependence from a weak one in the dataset such that a linkcorresponding to a weak true dependence or a false dependence due to sam-pling may be rejected. These algorithms commonly select the link to add1See [8], for example, for how testing d-separation [9] in a DAG D (a BN structure)can be performed in a simpler way in an undirected graph converted from D.5



that corresponds to the strongest dependence among alternatives (indicatedby the score) such that the learned structure is as close to the minimal I-mapor as sparse as possible. We have chosen to abstract these capabilities outfrom LIM. Namely, LIM cannot detect a strong dependence from a weak one,cannot reject any noise, nor does LIM try to minimize the links added. It onaverage will not learn an I-map that is close to minimal and it may sometime(but not always) learn a trivial I-map (complete graph). These are not ourconcerns here. The important features left in LIM are its single-link looka-head search and its use of a restricted independence test. By using such asimpli�ed algorithm, we demonstrate what is learnable by common learningalgorithm by showing what is learnable by LIM. We can also demonstratesome models unlearnable by common learning algorithms without being dis-tracted by unimportant details of these algorithms. Below we will examinethe models learnable and unlearnable by LIM.4 Inadequacy of Common Conceptsfor CharacterizationA characterization of models learnable by LIM should help distinguish modelsthat are learnable and unlearnable by LIM. Can some common concept, e.g.,strictly positive models or models with P-maps, be used as such a character-ization? In this section, we examine models classi�able using some commonconcepts and show that these concepts are inadequate to characterize modelslearnable by LIM.4.1 Strictly positive modelsFirst, we show that strict positiveness cannot characterize models learnableby LIM.Example 2 (An unlearnable strictly positive model) Table 1 shows astrictly positive model of three binary variables. The marginals are P (x =0) = 0:6, P (y = 0) = 0:4 and P (z = 0) = 0:2. Each variable is dependent ofthe other two, e.g., P (xjy; z) 6= P (x). Therefore, the minimal I-map of themodel is a complete graph. However, each pair of variables are marginallyindependent, e.g., P (xjy) = P (x). 6



(x; y; z) P (:) (x; y; z) P (:)(0; 0; 0) 0:024 (1; 0; 0) 0:056(0; 0; 1) 0:216 (1; 0; 1) 0:104(0; 1; 0) 0:096 (1; 1; 0) 0:024(0; 1; 1) 0:264 (1; 1; 1) 0:216Table 1: A strictly positive modelIn learning this model, LIM starts with an empty graph. Since the in-dependence test for each of the three type 1 links succeeds, LIM will returnthe empty graph, which is not an I-map.Example 2 shows that strict positiveness is not a su�cient condition oflearnability by LIM.Example 3 (A learnable non-positive model) LetM be overN = fx; y; zg,where x and y are probabilistically dependent, and z = y (logically depen-dent). M is not strictly positive since P (x; y; z 6= y) = 0.For this model, LIM may learn two type 1 links fx; yg and fy; zg, andthen halts, which gives a minimal I-map. Alternatively, LIM may learn twotype 1 links fx; yg and fx; zg, followed by type 2 link fy; zg, which gives atrivial I-map.Example 3 shows that strict positiveness is not a necessary condition oflearnability by LIM either.4.2 Faithful modelsA model M that has a P-map is said to be faithful [11]. We show thatfaithfulness does not characterize learnability by LIM.Example 4 (A learnable unfaithful model) Dead battery and no fuelare two independent causes for a car not to start. Since dead battery andno fuel become dependent given that the car does not start (called induceddependency [9]), the minimal undirected I-map of this model is a complete7



graph. Since dead battery and no fuel are marginally independent, the I-mapis not a D-map. Hence the model is unfaithful.For this model, LIM will �rst learn two type 1 links fbattery; startg andffuel; startg. Now fbattery; fuelg is a type 2 link and the independence testfails. Hence, LIM returns the minimal I-map.The model in Example 4 is not a graph-isomorph, but it is a DAG iso-morph. The next example shows a model that is a graph-isomorph but nota DAG isomorph.Example 5 (Another learnable unfaithful model) Let M be a graph-isomorph overN = fX;Y;Z;Wg, where the undirected graph has a diamond-shape with links ffX;Y g; fY;Zg; fZ;Wg; fW;Xgg: It is not a DAG iso-morph [9].For this model, LIM may �rst learn any three type 1 links, say, fX;Y g,fY;Zg and fZ;Wg. It will then learn a type 2 link, say, fX;Zg, followed byanother, fW;Xg. LIM will now halt with the learned graph being a minimal(chordal) I-map.The next example shows a model that is both a graph-isomorph and aDAG isomorph, but is unlearnable by LIM.Example 6 (An unlearnable faithful model) Figure 2 (a) shows the P-map of a PDM. For this model, LIM may learn the graph in (b) in the orderof link labels. First, four type 1 links are learned, and then three type 2 linksare learned. Now, the only type 2 links that may be added are fx; zg andfy;wg. Since the PDM satis�es I(x; fy; vg; z) and I(y; fz; vg; w), LIM willhalt. Note that the link fx;wg is not a type 2 link. Note also that since theP-map in (a) is chordal, the PDM is also isomorphic to a DAG.The above examples show that faithfulness is neither a necessary condi-tion nor a su�cient condition of learnability by LIM, and therefore is not anadequate characterization.4.3 Pseudo-independent modelsA pseudo-independent (PI) model is a probabilistic model where a set ofcollectively dependent variables displays marginal independence. A set N of8
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zxFigure 2: (a) A P-map of a PDM. (b) A learned structure by LIM.variables are generally dependent if for any proper subset A, :I(A;�;N nA)holds.De�nition 7 A PDM over a set N of generally dependent variables is PI ifthere exists a partition fA1; : : : ; Akg (k > 1) of N such that for each x 2 Aiand each y 2 Aj (i 6= j), x and y are marginally independent.Example 2 is a PI model. More elaborated de�nitions of PI models canbe found in [13]. Theorem 8 shows that a necessary condition of learnabilityby LIM is that M is non-PI.Theorem 8 LIM cannot learn an I-map of a PDM M if M is PI.Proof:Let M be a PI model. According to De�nition 7, the domain variablescan be partitioned into marginally independent subsets. Consider two suchsubsets A and B. Since LIM starts with an empty graph, A and B areinitially disconnected. Since the test \P (xjy) = P (x)?" will succeed for eachx 2 A and each y 2 B, no type 1 links will ever be added between A and B.Hence, LIM will return a graph G with A and B disconnected.Since variables in M are generally dependent, any I-map of M must beconnected. Hence LIM cannot learn an I-map of M . 2An important relation between PI models and single-link search is theconnectivity of the learned graph shown by Theorem 9.Theorem 9 Let M be a generally dependent PDM over N and G be a graphlearned by LIM from M . Then G is connected i� M is non-PI.9



Proof:The necessity is clear from the proof of Theorem 8. We show the su�-ciency below:Assume that M is generally dependent and non-PI. Then there is nomarginally independent partitions of N . Hence LIM will be able to �nd type1 links which fail the independence test until the learned graph is connected.2 PI models are not the only type of models unlearnable by LIM. Thefollowing example demonstrates this.Example 10 (An unlearnable non-PI model) Table 2 shows a model offour variables. It is non-PI since :I(x; �; y), :I(y; �; z) and :I(z; �;w).Its minimal I-map is a complete graph, which can be inferred as follows:If there exists a minimal I-map that is not complete, then at least one pairof variables is not connected directly. This pair must then be independentgiven the other two. However for each variable, its distribution conditionedon the other three variables is not degenerated. For example, no conditioningvariable may be removed in P (xjy; z; w) without changing the distribution.In learning this model, LIM may �rst learn three type 1 links fx; yg,fy; zg and fz;wg. Now only two type 2 links fx; zg and fy;wg may beadded. However, since this model satis�es I(x; y; z) and I(y; z; w), both type2 links will be rejected. Hence, LIM will return a graph with only the threetype 1 links, which is not an I-map.(x; y; z; w) P (:) (x; y; z; w) P (:) (x; y; z; w) P (:) (x; y; z; w) P (:)(0; 0; 0; 0) 0:4192 (0; 1; 0; 0) 0:0189 (1; 0; 0; 0) 0:0548 (1; 1; 0; 0) 0:0613(0; 0; 0; 1) 0:0725 (0; 1; 0; 1) 0:0005 (1; 0; 0; 1) 0:0088 (1; 1; 0; 1) 0:0132(0; 0; 1; 0) 0:0690 (0; 1; 1; 0) 0:0065 (1; 0; 1; 0) 0:0156 (1; 1; 1; 0) 0:0773(0; 0; 1; 1) 0:0871 (0; 1; 1; 1) 0:0296 (1; 0; 1; 1) 0:0045 (1; 1; 1; 1) 0:0611Table 2: A non-PI modelExample 10 shows that although being a non-PI model is a necessarycondition for learnability by LIM, it is not a su�cient condition. Hencepseudo-independence cannot characterize models learnable by LIM.10



Example 10 is in fact a positive and non-PI model. Therefore, it alsoshows that the combination of positiveness and non-PI is still not a su�cientcondition for learnability by LIM.4.4 On the e�ect of greedy searchFor Example 10, one might wonder if a greedy search may change the situ-ation. That is not the case. Among the six potential links, the three linkslearned above have stronger dependence between their endpoints, measuredby average mutual information, compared with the other three links. There-fore, even if LIM is augmented with the ability to compare the strength ofdependence among alternative links and modi�ed into a greedy search algo-rithm, the learning outcome will still be the same as described in Example 10.On the other hand, if LIM chooses an order di�erent from a greedy search,it may be able to learn the I-map of the model in Example 10. For example,it may �rst learn type 1 links fx; yg, fx; zg and fz;wg. The type 2 link fy; zgand then fx;wg can then be learned since the corresponding independencetests will fail. Finally, the type 2 link fy;wg will be learned.Note that we are not suggesting learning a complete graph in general.The above example can be easily extended into a sparse model with morevariables while keeping the dependence among fx; y; z; wg unchanged. Hence,the example only illustrates a subprocess in learning a generally much largemodel.5 Characterization of LIM-learnable ModelsIn this section, we show that the class of PDMs learnable by LIM can becharacterized by the following properties:De�nition 11 Let X, Y , Z, V and W be any disjoint subsets of variables.Composition: I(X;Y;Z) & I(X;Y;W ) =) I(X;Y;Z [W ):Strong Transitivity: I(X; Y [V; Z) & I(Y; Z[V;W ) =) I(X; Y [V; Z[W ):We shall consider only chordal graphs as candidate I-maps of PDMs. Weshall use a junction tree (JT) of a chordal graph in our investigation. A JT11



T of a chordal graph G is a tree. Each node in T is labeled by a (maximal)clique of G and each link, called a sepset, is labeled by the intersection of thetwo cliques at its ends. T is so connected that the intersection of any twocliques is contained in each sepset on the unique path between them.To ensure the validity of any conclusion drawn from the JT, we need toestablish the equivalence of a chordal graph and its JTs as I-maps. AlthoughJTs have been used in run time inference computations of belief networks[6, 14], we do not realize a formal establishment of such a relation in theliterature.Conditional independence is portrayed in an I-map by graphical separa-tion. We de�ne graphical separation in a JT of a chordal graph as follows:De�nition 12 Let T be a JT of cliques of a chordal graph G. For anydisjoint subsets X, Y and Z of nodes in G, X and Y are s-separated byZ in T , denoted by < XjZjY >T , if for each x 2 X, y 2 Y and each twocliques Cx, Cy in T such that x 2 Cx and y 2 Cy,1. Cx 6= Cy, and2. on the path between Cx and Cy in T , there is a sepset S � Z.The following theorem shows that, using s-separation, a JT of a chordalgraph portrays exactly the same set of relations of graphical separation asits deriving chordal graph.Theorem 13 Let T be a JT of cliques for a connected chordal graph G. Forany disjoint subsets X, Y and Z of nodes in G,< XjZjY >G () < XjZjY >T :Proof:First, we show < XjZjY >G =) < XjZjY >T .For each x 2 X and y 2 Y , < XjZjY >G means that fx; yg is not a linkin G. Hence x and y cannot be in the same clique, which implies the �rstcondition in De�nition 12.Suppose the second condition is false. Then on the path between Cx andCy in T , no sepset is a subset of Z. Denote these sepsets as S1; :::; Sn (n � 1).12



If n = 1, Cx and Cy are adjacent in T . If S1 6� Z, then we can �nds1 2 S1 such that s1 62 Z. This means that both fx; s1g and fs1; yg are linksin G due to construction of T . Hence < XjZjY >G is false: a contradiction.If n > 1 and none of Si (1 � i � n) is a subset of Z, then for each i wecan �nd si 2 Si such that si 62 Z. Either si = si+1 in which case we haveone less node to consider, or fsi; si+1g is a link in G. This is clearly truesince si and si+1 are contained in the same clique in T . We have thus founda path (x; s1; :::; sn; y) where every node si 62 Z. Hence < XjZjY >G is false:a contradiction.Next, we show < XjZjY >G (= < XjZjY >T .Let x 2 X and y 2 Y be contained in cliques Cx and Cy in T , respectively.Suppose that on the path between Cx and Cy, there is a sepset S � Z. Weshow that < xjSjy >G holds and so does < xjZjy >G.Assume that < xjSjy >G does not hold. Then there exists a path(x; v1; v2; :::; vn; y) in G not through S. That is, vi 62 S for 1 � i � n.On the other hand, if vi�1, vi and vi+1 are not contained in a same cliquein T such that vi�1, vi are in clique Ci�1 and vi, vi+1 are in Ci+1, then on theunique path between Ci�1 and Ci+1 in T , every sepset must contain vi. Toaccommodate the case where n = 1, we shall denote v0 = x and vn+1 = y.Hence on the path from Cx to Cy in T , every sepset contains at least onevi 62 S. This contradicts that S is a sepset between Cx and Cy. 2Next, we show that for any PDM that satis�es Composition and StrongTransitivity, the dependence structure learned by LIM will be an I-map. Dueto the equivalence of a chordal graph G and its JT T as I-maps (Theorem 13),we need only to show that< XjZjY >T =) I(X;Z; Y )holds for any G learned by LIM.In the following formal results, we sometime assume a generally dependentPDM. This is not a restriction of the learnable models but rather a simpli�-cation of proofs. When the underlying PDM is not generally dependent, ourresult is applicable to each independent submodel.Theorem 14 shows that the Composition axiom rules out PI models. Itis also needed by Lemma 15.Theorem 14 Let M be a generally dependent PDM over N that satis�esComposition. Then M is non-PI. 13



Proof:We shall build a subset S of N from a singleton such that each newelement of S is dependent on at least one existing element of S. WhenS = N , we have shown that M is non-PI. We prove by induction on thecardinality of S.Let S1 = fxg for any x 2 N . We search for y 2 N n fxg such that:I(x; �; y). If I(x; �; y1) holds for y1 2 Nnfxg, then from general dependenceand Composition (contrapositive form) of M , we have:I(x; �;N n fxg) & I(x; �; y1) =) :I(x; �;N n fx; y1g):We then search for y 2 N n fx; y1g such that :I(x; �; y). By recursivelyapplying general dependence over the remaining subset and Composition,we will �nd y 2 N n fxg such that :I(x; �; y). We update S2 = fx; yg.Suppose we have updated Si (i > 1). Next we search for v 2 Si andz 2 N n Si such that :I(v; �; z) holds. If I(v1; �; z) holds for v1 2 Si andeach z 2 N n Si, then by Composition we have I(v1; �;N n Si). In that case,by general dependence and Composition of M we have:I(N n Si; �; Si) & I(N n Si; �; v1) =) :I(N n Si; �; Si n fv1g):If I(v2; �; z) holds for v2 2 Sinfv1g and each z 2 N nSi, then by Compositionwe have I(v2; �;NnSi). In that case, by general dependence and Compositionof M we have:I(N n Si; �; Si) & I(N n Si; �; fv1; v2g) =) :I(N n Si; �; Si n fv1; v2g):Repeating this argument, we eventually will �nd v 2 Si and z 2 N n Si suchthat :I(v; �; z) holds. We can then update Si+1 = Si [ fzg. 2Lemma 15 shows that if a PDM satis�es Composition and Strong Transi-tivity, then in any graph learned by LIM, a clique sepset portrays conditionalindependence correctly.Lemma 15 LetM be a generally dependent PDM over N that satis�es Com-position and Strong Transitivity. Let G be a chordal graph returned by LIMand T be a JT of G.Then I(Ca n S; S;Cb n S) holds for each pair of cliques Ca and Cb in Twhere S is a sepset on the path between Ca and Cb.14



Proof:By Theorem 14, M is non-PI. By Theorems 1 and 9, G is chordal andconnected. Hence T exists.We �rst show that I(Ca nCb; Ca \ Cb; Cb nCa) holds for any adjacent Caand Cb. LIM halts only if I(x;Ca \ Cb; y) holds for each pair of adjacentcliques Ca, Cb in T and each pair of nodes x 2 Ca n Cb and y 2 Cb n Ca.Otherwise, fx; yg is a type 2 link that fails the independence test. Assumethat I(x;Ca \ Cb; Y ) holds, where Y � Cb n Ca. Let Y 0 = Y [ fy0g wherey0 2 Cb n (Ca [ Y ). From Composition,I(x;Ca \ Cb; y0) & I(x;Ca \ Cb; Y ) =) I(x;Ca \ Cb; Y 0):Hence, for each x 2 Ca n Cb, we have I(x;Ca \ Cb; Cb n Ca). Assume thatI(X;Ca \ Cb; Cb n Ca) holds, where X � Ca n Cb. Let X 0 = X [ fx0g wherex0 2 Ca n (Cb [X). From Composition,I(X;Ca\Cb; Cb nCa) & I(x0; Ca\Cb; Cb nCa) =) I(X 0; Ca\Cb; Cb nCa):Hence, I(Ca nCb; Ca \Cb; Cb nCa) holds for each pair of adjacent Ca and Cb.Next, we show that I(Ca n S; S;Cb n S) holds for non-adjacent Ca andCb, where S is a sepset on the path between Ca and Cb. Let three adjacentcliques Ca = X [ Y [ V , C1 = Y [ V [ Z [ A and Cb = V [ Z [W forma chain Ca � C1 � Cb in T , where each letter denotes a disjoint subset ofvariables. We show that I(X;Y [ V;Z [ W ) holds. From the above proofand Decomposition, we have I(X;Y [V;Z) and I(Y; V [Z;W ). From StrongTransitivity, we conclude I(X;Y [ V;Z [W ).Now consider a chain of n � 1 intermediate cliques in T , Ca � C1 � :::�Cn�Cb. We denote Cin[j 6=iCj by Ri and denote Ci nRi by Di for 1 � i � n.Ri is the subset of Ci not contained in any other cliques. It is irrelevant hereas can be seen from the subset A above. Note (Di�1\Di)[ (Di \Di+1) = Dibut (Ci�1 \ Ci) [ (Ci \ Ci+1) = Ci is not true in general.Assume I(Ca n S; S;Cb n S) holds for n = m � 1. When n = m + 1,the clique chain becomes Ca � C1 � ::: � Cm � Cn � Cb. We show thatI(Ca n S; S;Cb n S) still holds where S is a sepset on the chain.Let S be the sepset between Ci�1 and Ci (i � n), and S0 be the sepsetbetween Ci and Ci+1. Note that S is a sepset in the subchain from Ca to Ci,and S0 is a sepset in the subchain from Ci to Cb. Either subchain has no more15



than m intermediate cliques. From the assumption and Decomposition, wehave I(Ca n S; S;Di n S) and I(Di n S0; S0; Cb n S0):Since Di = S [ S0, we have S � Di n S 0 and S 0 � Di n S. From StrongTransitivity withX = Ca n S; Y = Di n S0; Z = Di n S; V = S \ S0; and W = Cb n S0;we conclude I(Ca n S; S; (Di n S) [ (Cb n S0)).We now only have to show (Di n S) [ (Cb n S 0) � Cb n S.Since Di n S = S0 n S, and S 0 = (S0 n S) [ (S 0 \ S), we have(DinS)[(CbnS0) = (S0nS)[(Cbn((S 0nS)[(S0\S))) = (S 0nS)[(Cbn(S\S0)):Since Cb \ (S n S0) = � (T is a JT), we obtainCb n (S \ S0) = Cb n ((S 0 \ S) [ (S n S0)) = Cb n S:Hence, (Di n S) [ (Cb n S0) = (S 0 n S) [ (Cb n S) � Cb n S: 2Lemma 16 extends Lemma 15 by allowing the separating subset to beany superset of a clique sepset.Lemma 16 LetM be a generally dependent PDM over N that satis�es Com-position and Strong Transitivity. Let G be a chordal graph returned by LIMand T be a JT of G.Then I(Ca n Q;Q;Cb n Q) holds for each pair of cliques Ca and Cb in Twhere Q contains a sepset on the path between Ca and Cb.Proof:Let the sepset between Ca and Cb be S � Q. We have I(CanQ;S;CbnQ)by Lemma 15 and Decomposition. Given S, T is partitioned into two subtreesTa (containing Ca) and Tb (containing Cb). Let Qa (Qb) be the subset of QnSthat is contained in Ta (Tb).For each variable y 2 Qb, we have I(Ca n Q;S; y) by Lemma 15. ByComposition, we derive I(Ca n Q;S;Qb [ (Cb n Q)). From Weak Union,we have I(Ca n Q;S [ Qb; Cb n Q). For each variable x 2 Qa, from thesymmetry of x and Ca n Q, we have I(x; S [ Qb; Cb n Q). By Composition,16



we derive I(Qa [ (Ca n Q); S [ Qb; Cb n Q). From Weak Union, we haveI(Ca nQ;S [Qb [Qa; Cb nQ) = I(Ca nQ;Q;Cb nQ). 2Finally, we extend Lemma 16 to conditional independence of any subsets.Theorem 17 Let M be a generally dependent PDM over N that satis�esComposition and Strong Transitivity. Let G be a chordal graph returned byLIM and T be a JT of G. Let X, Y , Z be any disjoint subsets of N suchthat < XjZjY >T holds according to s-separation.Then I(X;Z; Y ) holds.Proof: Let X1; :::;Xm be all cliques in T such that X \Xi 6= � (1 � i � m),and Y1; :::; Yn be all cliques in T such that Y \ Yj 6= � (1 � j � n). For eachXi and each Yj, we have I(Xi; Z; Yj) by Lemma 16. Applying Composition toYj (1 � j � n), we have I(Xi; Z; Y ) for each given i. Applying Compositionto Xi (1 � i � m), we obtain I(X;Z; Y ). 2Theorem 17, together with Theorem 13, implies that LIM will returnan I-map as long as the underlying PDM satis�es Composition and StrongTransitivity. This is summarized in Corollary 18. Note that the generaldependence can now be removed.Corollary 18 Let M be a PDM that satis�es Composition and Strong Tran-sitivity. Let G be a chordal graph returned by LIM. Then G is an I-map ofM .The importance of Corollary 18 lies in the generality of LIM. It impliesthat a PDM satisfying Composition and Strong Transitivity is learnable byany algorithm, for learning BNs or DMNs, equipped with a single-link searchand some scoring metric equivalent to a conditional independence test.Can PDMs violating Composition be learned by LIM in general? Theo-rems 14 and 9 show PI models as PDMs that violate Composition and areunlearnable by LIM. The generality of LIM then implies that PI models areunlearnable by any algorithm, for learning BNs or DMNs, equipped with asingle-link search and some scoring metric equivalent to a conditional inde-pendence test.Can PDMs violating Strong Transitivity be learned by LIM in general?Example 10 shows the kind of non-PI PDMs that violate Strong Transitivity17



and are not learnable by LIM when certain search paths (including greedysearch) are followed. The generality of LIM then implies that if StrongTransitivity does not hold in a PDM, the learning outcome is likely to beincorrect for any belief network learning algorithm, equipped with a single-link search and some scoring metric equivalent to a conditional independencetest, and followed a single search path.Our characterization of learnability by LIM may be compared with faith-fulness as follows: Both graph-isomorph and DAG isomorph are closely tiedto strict positiveness through the Intersection axiom (Section 2). Our charac-terization of learnability by LIM does not require Intersection and thereforedoes not depend on strict positiveness. This can be seen from Example 3which violates Intersection but is learnable. DAG isomorph also requires theChordality axiom. It is not required by our characterization as can also beseen from Example 5. Hence, LIM-learnable models are not a subset of eithergraph-isomorph or DAG isomorph. In other words, LIM-learnable models arenot a subset of faithful models.On the other hand, our characterization requires Strong Transitivity,which is stronger than the Transitivity axiom for graph-isomorph and theWeak Transitivity for DAG isomorph. As shown in Example 6, a PDM thatis both a graph-isomorph and a DAG isomorph can violate Strong Transi-tivity. Hence, faithful models are not a subset of models characterized byComposition and Strong Transitivity.6 On Backward Single-link SearchSingle-link search can be performed as forward (starting from an emptygraph) or backward (starting with a complete graph) [9, 11]. LIM is es-sentially a generalization of forward single-link search. Backward single-linksearch has been shown to be able to learn a minimal I-map when the PDMis faithful [2]. However, compared with forward search, backward search hasa weakness when the PDM is unfaithful.Consider PDMs with small embedded PI submodels [13]. Although LIM(thus single-link forward search) cannot learn I-maps of such models, a single-link search followed by a multi-link search with small number of lookaheadlinks will be able to learn I-maps of such models [15, 5]. Namely, the linksmissed in the single-link search due to model's violation of Composition can18



be �xed by additional computations. The graph learned from single-linksearch serves as a basis for the further computation.On the other hand, since backward search starts with independence testof lower orders and has no mechanism to add (mistakenly) deleted links, thesingle-link search process itself must be modi�ed. The modi�cation requireshigher order independence tests to be performed early on. Since backwardsearch derives its e�ciency from early deletion of many links through lowerorder independence tests, the modi�cation will increase the complexity sig-ni�cantly. We shall elaborate on this in a longer version of this paper.7 RemarksIn this paper, we provided an axiomatic characterization of models learnableby a class of algorithms for learning belief networks equipped with a single-link lookahead search and some form of conditional independence test. Thecharacterization identi�es models satisfying Composition and Strong Transi-tivity axioms as learnable, PI models violating Composition as unlearnable,and models violating Strong Transitivity as unlikely to be learned correctlyby following a single search path. These results not only improve our under-standing of common algorithms for learning belief networks, but also suggestuseful directions for improving these algorithms. The elaboration of theseimprovements, however, is beyond the scope of this paper.We also compared between forward and backward single-link search. Al-though backward search learning algorithms perform well in faithful domains,it appears that forward search learning algorithms are easier to extend forlearning in unfaithful domains.AcknowledgementThis work is supported by grant OGP0155425 from the Natural Sciences and EngineeringResearch Council and grant from the Institute for Robotics and Intelligent Systems in theNetworks of Centres of Excellence Program of Canada.References[1] G.F. Cooper and E. Herskovits. A Bayesian method for the induction of probabilisticnetworks from data. Machine Learning, (9):309{347, 1992.19
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